"My name is Eileen Alberts. I'm a Gilgarr Gunditjji woman from the Gunditjmara Nation. My grandmother was a weaver who wasn't allowed to teach her daughter how to weave.

But every May, my grandfather, Pop, would go down into the paddock in front of the house and burn the Puunygon, the pinch fynch-flowering grass, so that my grandmother would have fresh growth the following year and the year after that to weave the baskets that she sold.

Now, because of global warming, we have to burn it in early March if we're going to have any good crops by weaving season. Weaving season starts around mid-January and goes through until March.

As a child, I watched Pop supervise his sons and brothers as they did a very cool cultural burn of the Puunygon. Burning was men's work and they weren't allowed to touch the grass otherwise, which grew in a special area. It was left there for the women to go to. They couldn't even run their hands over the eel basket as it was being made. Men's only job with the Puunygon was to burn and only when asked to by the women. Everything else connected with the grass was women's work.

We never stopped burning, and keep it going today with the Puunygon Rangers.

They do the burning as dictated by us women. I just tell them when it needs to be burnt and which patches to burn. This cultural burning has been here all the time. It keeps the Puunygon strong. Fire is essential for the Puunygon landscape too. It has to be planned and done right, not just to clear the land because that is like a wildfire going through. It has to be mosaic burning all the way.

I left because it was a tradition that we very nearly lost. Apart from Aunty Connie Hart.

It took us a long time to convince her to teach us, because if you taught cultural things on the mission, you lost your children.

Now I hold weaving workshops so that the cultural tradition of basket weaving will never be lost. I tend to grab the younger girls that I've taught, or my daughter, and say, come down I need assistance to do this class... so it will continue on generations upon generations."
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